
An important problem in serological screening is the
tendency for false positive results to arise owing to "sticky
serum" or "ccross reactivity." This problem with specificity
can now be overcome by using such tests as the western blot
or the polymerase chain reaction. In the study ofBrennan and
colleagues 2-5% of the 96720 blood donors initially were
positive for HTLV-I; only 35 of those were positive on one of
two enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (but not true
positives) and only five were truly infected with HTLV-I.' Of
these five, four were white women with sexual contact as a risk
factor, and one a drug misuser.
The authors argue that selective screening based solely on

ethnic origins would not exclude HTLV-I infection. Addi-
tionally, they discuss the risks of blood borne HTLV-I
infection and developing diseases against the costs of screen-
ing and counselling, as well as the cost per infection prevented
and diseases contracted. Screening does not seem to be cost
effective in Britain at present.

Nevertheless, the issues of what other countries are doing,
consumer protection, and product liability make the decision
to screen blood donors non-selectively extremely complex.
The incidence of infection in Britain so far is too low and the
incubation time too long to justify screening all blood
samples. As far as product liability and consumer protection
are concerned, achieving zero risk is impossible given the
remote chance that a seronegative specimen may give a
positive result on testing with the polymerase chain reaction
and that testing every specimen in this way could be
prohibitively expensive.

Meanwhile, the situation should be kept under regular

review. Trends in seroprevalence may be more important
indications for action than absolute values.
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Identifying hearing impairment in infants and young children

Universal screening at birth comes a step closer

Parents and professionals want problems in a child's develop-
ment detected early,' and the newborn examination is an
important opportunity. Recent technological developments
have produced screening methods that permit the identifica-
tion of hearing impairment in babies soon after birth, yet the
average age at referral to audiology services is close to 3 years
in the United States. Recent British studies have shown some
improvement in early identification,2 but it is still well below
the recommendation of the Joint Committee on Infant
Hearing that hearing impaired children should be identified
and enrolled in rehabilitation programmes by the age of
6 months.3
A recent conference of the National Institutes of Health has

considered the issues and produced a consensus statement.4
The panel recommends universal screening for hearing
impairment before three months of age. Because ofthe unique
accessibility of almost all infants in postnatal wards the panel
believes that all newborn infants, at both high and low risk,
should have a hearing test before discharge from hospital.
This raises several important issues, which have also been
debated in Britain,45 but without clear agreement in favour of
universal screening at birth.

Firstly, what are the advantages of early identification
ofhearing impairment and the consequences of late identifica-
tion? It is axiomatic that severe hearing impairment affects the
acquisition of speech and language, academic achievement,
and social and emotional development. The literature is

sparse, however, on the difference made by early detection.
Teachers' ratings of the intelligibility of hearing impaired
children vary with the age when hearing impairment is
identified,6 and children whose impairment is detected early
have some better language scores.7 But few of the children in
these studies were detected at birth, and no substantial paper
has yet been published showing additional benefit from the
fitting of hearing aids and treatment in the first few months of
life as envisaged by the National Institutes of Health.
Convincing data on outcome are needed to justify the effort
and expense of screening at birth.

Secondly, which children should be screened for hearing
impairment and when should testing be done? Although
universal screening at birth would be costly, attempts to
target babies at risk (those admitted to neonatal units and
those with facial dysmorphisms, a family history of congenital
deafness, and congenital infection) identify only about half
those with sensorineural hearing loss.3 The prevalence of
sensorineural or mixed congenital hearing impairment in
Britain is around 1 1/1000 whereas babies who have needed
admission to neonatal units have a 10-fold increase in risk.2
Screening each baby at risk costs about £40,8 and all neonatal
units should introduce screening. For those not at risk a
combination of the form for parents "Can your baby hear
you?"9 and a well performed distraction test at 6 to 8 months
provides a satisfactory alternative.'0 Universal neonatal
screening would be costly, and achieving complete coverage
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would be hard. The results of the trial of universal neonatal
screening in the Wessex region (1993-6) should help to
evaluate the benefits and difficulties of this strategy for a large
population. Whatever the outcome, later testing will be
needed for those children with acquired hearing loss, who
account for 6-7% of all hearing impaired children at age 5.2
Parental concern should always lead to diagnostic testing, and
the school entry "sweep" test of hearing (a modified pure tone
audiogram) should be performed.'
The consensus statement discusses the advantages and

disadvantages of the current methods of screening newborn
infants. Auditory brainstem responses are highly sensitive,
detecting nearly all children born with appreciable deficits,
but some false positive results occur in babies with normal
hearing. The testing needs scalp electrodes and trained
staff and is time consuming. Transient evoked otoacoustic
emissions are low intensity sounds produced by the inner ear,
which can be measured with a sensitive microphone placed in
the ear canal. The test for them is less invasive and can
be performed in a shorter time than auditory brainstem
responses, and staff can be trained more easily. It is also
sensitive but has more false positive results than those
obtained with tests of auditory brainstem responses, resulting
in a heavy follow up workload and unnecessary parental
anxiety. The consensus panel recommends that newborn
screening of transient evoked otoacoustic emissions is
performed, with those infants who fail going on to additional

tests with auditory brainstem responses, but it does so
without having the results of large population based studies
showing that this strategy is practical, especially given the
heavy workload placed on the follow up services.
The National Institutes of Health consensus will probably

increase the pressure for universal neonatal screening in
Britain. But before any model of screening is introduced two
things are necessary: thorough evaluation in the context of our
postnatal wards and neonatal units and the provision in each
area of comprehensive audiological diagnostic and treatment
services. Screening is of no value without facilities for follow
up.
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p53: a gene for all tumours?

Provides profound insights into the basic molecular mechanisms ofcancer

Of all the dominantly acting oncogenes and recessive tumour
suppressor genes, the p53 gene is by far the most frequently
mutated in human cancers.' Recent experiments have shown
how these mutations affect the structure and function of this
remarkable gene, which is emerging as one of the few truly
central players in the tumorigenic process.2 The hope is that
such experiments may eventually provide better treatments
for many types of cancer.
The p53 gene, on chromosome 17p 13.1, encodes a nuclear

phosphoprotein of 393 amino acids, which acts as a transcrip-
tion factor. Several domains of the sequence are extremely
highly conserved between different species, and most of the
point mutations observed in human cancers map to these
regions. Somatic mutation of the p53 gene occurs at both
alleles in 50-80% of spontaneous human cancers from a wide
variety of histological types, but germline mutations of p53
also play a part in inherited predispositions to certain types of
cancer. In the Li-Fraumeni syndrome, which is a rare,
heritable condition, family members who are highly suscept-
ible to a range of malignant cancers before their early 30s
inherit non-sense or missense mutations in one p53 allele.
Cells from unaffected members do not carry any mutation.
The inheritance of a single (recessive) mutation allows normal
development but greatly increases the risk of cancer because
only a single somatic mutation is required in any cell to reduce
its genetic complement to homozygosity for loss ofp53.
What is the function of p53? Transgenic mice lacking

functional p53 genes develop normally (so p53 protein cannot
be essential for life) but invariably develop cancers at 3-6
months, showing that p53 is a central control point for passage
through the cell cycle.3 Similarly, in normal cells with DNA

damaged by ultraviolet or -y irradiation, progression though
the cell cycle is blocked at GI coincident with a sharp rise in
the levels of p53 protein. During the subsequent arrest of
growth, repair ofDNA is completed before the cells proceed
into S phase "in which their DNA is replicated." If, however,
genomic damage is excessive the cell undergoes programmed
cell death-apoptosis4-which requires p53 protein.56 Cells
expressing mutant p53 protein, however, do not pause in GI
but continue straight into S phase before repair of DNA is
complete. p53 protein has therefore been described as the
"guardian of the genome" as it prevents entry into S phase
unless, or until, the genome has been purged of potentially
damaging (that is, transforming) mutations.7 In addition,
because many chemotherapeutic drugs kill tumour cells by
inducing apoptosis, loss of p53 protein function may also
directly decrease the cells' sensitivity to such cytotoxic
agents, enhancing the clinically dangerous emergence of
drug resistant populations of cancer cells.8

Other experiments have shown that p53 protein acts as a
transcription factor in the nucleus controlling gene expression,
whereas mutant p53 protein no longer binds DNA.2 At least
some of the genes that p53 protein regulates may therefore
promote repair of DNA or terminal cell differentiation,
including apoptosis.' Mutations ofp53 protein would prevent
the transcriptional activation of this array of cell protective
genes, allowing the cell to progress unchecked through
repeated cell divisions.

Mutations in p53 either prevent production of protein
or generate mutant proteins that have lost their normal
function.9 In addition to an inability to suppress cell division,
many mutants express a gain of function which actively
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